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Announces 2 meme template

Ah, memes. As social media continues to grow and grow as it is embraced by more and more people spending more time online, so do memes spread on the platform. They tend to breed around the holidays, like this Dad Joke meme as well. It's very difficult (and maybe even impossible) to try to incorporate all the best memes into the list
of the top 10 memes of all time, especially given the fact there are so many greats that have graced our screens over the years. And depending on which social network you prefer, along with what your friends are likely to share, you may or may agree to what to follow in the list below. Whatever you think deserves a place in the top 10
meme list, what you'll see in this list is one of the most memorable on a grandest scale – so you won't find many niche memes here like My name jeff or memes not or any of the various Spongebob memes. If you spend time on social media, you may have seen photos, videos, or references to most of these at least once before. If you
have a meme you want to create, do it! Maybe yours will end up on this list. You don't have to be a heavy Internet user to know that cats are a big problem online. LOLcats refers to various pictures of cats posted online along with cute captions in large white text. Known as lolspeak, captions almost always feature poor spelling and
grammar for added humor. IcanHasCheezburger is a blog that takes inspiration from lolcat memes and takes them to a completely new level of popularity. At its peak in 2007, the site received as many as 1.5 million hits every day. If this one makes you scratch your head, then you may not be alone. All Your Base Are Belong to Us is a
catch phrase derived from the 1989 Zero Wing video game, so if there's a meme on this list that doesn't seem so familiar, it's probably this old-fashioned one! According to Know Your Meme, it began to explode on internet discussion forums in the early 1998s and into the early 2000s. The Internet was a very different place back then, and
social media as we know it today is almost non-existing. Despite its early origins, you can still hear catch phrases used on Twitter, Tumblr, Facebook, and other places online even today. You've heard it played on radio millions of times throughout the '80s, '90s, and even 2000s. Rick Astley's Never going to Give You Up is a 1987 piece of
music revived in 2007. People start tricking people into clicking on links that give them hope they'll bring to a web page with something useful or entertaining – but It'll send them to a clip of Rick singing his classic hit. When someone falls for it, it is common to say that they have been Rickrolled. Back in 2010, people couldn't get enough of
this YouTube video featuring a man filming two rainbows in the sky and immediately panicking (as alleged by his hysterical voice in the background). Video Video by YouTube user Hungrybear9562 (whose real name is Paul Vasquez) became a viral hit after remaining unnoticed for months on YouTube, just before Jimmy Kimmel featured
him on his show. Microsoft eventually used Vasquez and his memes in ads to advertise Windows Live Photo Gallery. There was a time back in 2011 when Rebecca Black's name remained a trending Twitter topic around the world for days (and maybe even more than a week). She went viral for her cringeworthy song Friday and
accompanied a music video found on YouTube a few months after it was uploaded. The teen pop music video was widely criticized and even hated for featuring an awful lot of autotune, bland lyrics, and ludicrous cinematography. You could say it went viral for all the wrong reasons. Tardar Sauce the Grumpy Cat is arguably the most
famous Internet meme cat of all time. She gained fame after a photo of her different pouting face was uploaded to Reddit, sparking a wave of inspiration for a new meme photo with hilarious captions that greatly encapsulate dissatisfaction, distraction and other negative feelings that are too overwhelming. Since then she has raked in big
money from her merchandise line, as well as from the 2014 holiday feature film she starred in. Gangnam Style is one meme that won't die, and it's becoming much bigger than anyone expected. The funny and interesting K-Pop music video by Korean artist Psy was the national anthem of 2012, and today remains the most viewed
YouTube video of all time. YouTube actually had to update its display counter to keep track of all its views, which, as of October 2016, had more than 2.6 billion views and had nearly 10 million thumbs up. Somewhat comparable to the staying power of Gangnam Style, Doge is another meme that people quickly get tired of seeing, but can't
seem to fade fast enough. Doge refers to a misspelled slang term for dogs. This meme consists of a side-eyed image of Shiba Inus that is often Photoshopped into various background images and paired with captions such as wow, many [adjectives], and very [nouns]. The words are meant to resemble a very simple and not very intelligent
dog thought process. Tony Anderson/Getty Images Back in the summer of 2014, chances are you found at least one or two videos of people throwing buckets of water over their heads shared by friends on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and elsewhere where videos can be shared. This meme challenge was inspired by the ALS Association
to create more awareness and raise money for ALS/Lou Gehrig disease research. Everyone from big celebrities to high-profile politicians participated in the fundraising campaign, which eventually raised $ million worldwide. To end this list of top 10 memes, who can forget to include a mind-blowing dress that really explodes on the
Internet? A Tumblr post of the dress was accompanied by a simple, simple question, The color of this dress? sparked debate around the world where some people claimed to see the dress as white and gold and others saw it as blue and black. Finally, a great blog published a long post about the science of how light affects color
perception. In the end, it was known that the dress was indeed blue and black. Memes are virally transmitted images emblazoned with text, usually sharing pointed comments about cultural symbols, social ideas, or current events. Memes are usually photos or videos, although sometimes they can be blocks of text. When a meme
resonates with many people, it spreads through social platforms like Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, SMS, and more. The more memes spread, the greater the cultural influence it exerts. Here's a deeper look at what memes really are, different types of memes, and some examples of memes. Some memes stick to a while because it
represents something timeless that constantly rings true for people, like parents. Other memes are specific to a particular event or idea. Evolutionary biologist Richard Dawkins created the word meme (a with the team) in his 1976 bestseller The Selfish Gene. Although he doesn't know the context associated with the internet in the future,
he uses the word meme to describe ideas, behaviors, or styles that quickly spread from person to person in culture. In his book, he likens the spread of memes to viruses. The word meme comes from the Greek word mimeme, which means the thing imitated. Decades later, Dawkins supports the allocation of word memes to the digital
world. He said that the new meaning is not far from the original explanation. Memes used to be a 20-something domain. However, internet users of all ages and all levels of digital brightness have adopted memes to express their feelings. Memes are a worldwide social phenomenon. The more memes resonate with people, the more they
will share them and the farther it will spread. Memes are usually funny, but often that humor is injected with alarming political or social commentary. Sometimes memes exist for shock grades or to teach life lessons. At other times one short photo or video will produce hundreds of funny interpretations. Sometimes memes will be
appreciated by just a certain group of people, and other times memes will have an almost universal appeal. Here are some popular meme categories and examples to give you a better picture of the breadth and scope of this viral statement. Memes can be still photos or animated GIFs, as long as the content appeals to others in a
shareable format. Popular memes are often funny, ranging from silly humor to niche humor to more pointed political humor. Children, parenting, pets, and daily life offer endless memes. Often one funny image spurs a number of memes, as does this determined-looking toddler clenching his fist. The meme above mimics our determination
on New Year's Eve to finally make a positive change. Same Same represent our feelings of satisfaction and victory when we receive unexpected strong winds. Sometimes memes offer simple and funny humor that most people can enjoy, such as Pavlov's joke: A cute animal figure stands out in harmless humor memes, such as this
adorable duck: Funny memes often appeal to certain groups, such as parents: Sibling memes are a popular meme subgroup that appeals to many: Other classic and famous funny memes include: Some memes have pointed to humor. These memes offer opinions, argue with others, take provocative stances, or use darker subjects, such
as the above memes that take advantage of unfavorable titles. Other memes address more controversial subjects, such as the planned raid of Area 51: Or the flat-Earth movement: Other darker memes include: The color of social commentary is a lot of memes, touching on subjects like drinking wine, a topic that is very popular on the
internet. Often, memes overcome different social norms, such as memes about not wanting to have children: More social comment memes include: In some cases, memes achieve fame as expressions of conversation. As in the example above, the phrase Meanwhile in... has created many memes that show how to live elsewhere. Other
conversational memes overcoming the challenge for Change My Mind: Other conversational memes include: World events provide endless meme fodder, with humor that is sometimes pointed, sometimes silly, and sometimes painful. As in the meme above, the COVID-19 pandemic and subsequent period of social isolation resulted in
thousands of memes, utilizing the dark humor of the shared experience. The fear of short-lived murder bees is another example: Brexit is a rich source of memes: The Superbowls provide endless meme fodder, as adam Levine's 2019 part-time show meme show: Another current topic meme: Our favourite TV show provides plenty of
meme material, as the example above from Game of Thrones. Other meme-TV show favorites include The Office: More TV shows producing memes including: Friend memeBig Bang Theory memeParks &amp;amp; Meme recreationM * A * S * H meme There are endless memes, ranging from ordinary, everyday topics to critical life and
world events. More is being created and shared every day, and new material continues to be available. If you're inspired by an image or video you come across, create your own meme and see if it resonates with others. Visit Know Your Meme to research memes or get inspired. Thanks for telling us! Tell us why! Why!
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